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They Did Not Understand
Mark 9:30-37; James 3:13-18

My sixth grade homeroom and social studies teacher had a good heart
and loved the children under her tutelage, but she did not run a tight ship. 
Maybe it was that near the end of a multi-decades-long career teaching
students like me and my friends, she was tired and willing to let many things
go. My friends and I sat in the back corner of the room next to the windows. 
That position alone allowed for any number of extracurricular activities which
had little to nothing to do with education.

I remember one day when we were huddled in the back of the room.  I
don’t remember what we were supposed to be doing, but I do remember what
we were doing which was playing cards and using some old flash cards that
we had found in the cabinets behind our desks as chips.  I think the game
was going pretty well when someone noticed the teacher heading our way. 
Immediately, about a hundred or more flash cards got stuffed into the little
book nook under my desk and we smiled sweetly as our beloved teacher
asked us what we were doing.  I think we gave some lame explanation about
finding the flash cards and trying to get them back in order.  Of course, she
didn’t buy it for a second and meted out some second-level punishment that
meant she understood twelve year old boys but had to make an effort to keep
us straight.

It is embarrassing to get caught in class not paying attention and doing
something that you should not be doing.  I have to admit it was not the first
time in my educational career–nor the last!

That is where we find the disciples in today’s Gospel lesson as Mark
tells it.  The group of them were walking along in their outdoor classroom on
the way to Capurnaum which served as something of a home base for them. 
Jesus was trying to explain what he was about and what was going to
eventually happen after they reached Jerusalem.  Maybe it was his use of the
third person perspective as he referred to “the Son of Man” or the prediction
that he would be betrayed, killed, and rise again to life in three days, but for
whatever reason, the disciples were simply not getting it.  Mark tells us quite
plainly that “they did not understand.”  Admittedly, Mark is not very kind to



Jesus’ inner circle.  He draws a picture of a group of guys who don’t seem to
have a clue about what is going on.  They are sort of like a bunch of twelve
year old boys in the back corner of the classroom next to the window.

Surprisingly, that was not the case–at least on this occasion.  Difficulty
in understanding what Jesus was trying to communicate to them was not the
problem.  Like a bunch of twelve year old boys with more imagination than
focus, they simply were not paying attention.  Instead, they were doing
something they should not have been doing.  They were playing a game they
called, “Who Is the Greatest Among Us?”  I suspect that James and John
might have initiated the idea because later on, when they did arrive in
Jerusalem, they asked Jesus if, when he came into his glory, one of them
could sit on his right hand and the other on his left, the two seats of favor and
authority (10:35-45).  As Matthew tells the story, their mother is the one who
lobbied on their behalf (20:17-28).

Being a tolerant and wise teacher, Jesus let them chatter along at what
they thought was a safe distance where he could not hear them.  When they
arrived in Capernaum, however, he asked in one of those innocent-sounding-
but-loaded-with-accusation tones, “What were you guys arguing about along
the way?”

Immediately, their boisterous attitudes melted.  They got quiet and
looked at the ground as they shifted the gravel around under their sandals. 
Jesus sat down and motioned for them to join him in what was surely going
to be a teachable moment.  He said, “If you really want to be the greatest of
all, then you have to be a servant to all.”  I suspect their heads jerked up, their
eyes opened wide, and their mouths popped open in astonishment.  What?! 
Servants aren’t the greatest!  They are the lowliest.  The greatest people have
servants!  Caesar is servant to no one!  Everyone serves him.  Even though
Herod and Pilate serve Caesar, they have many servants who take care of
their needs.  All wealthy and influential people have servants.  Servants are
not the greatest.  They are the least!

Seeing the familiar puzzled expressions on their faces, Jesus motioned
for a child standing near by to come to him.  In the society of that day,
children were at the bottom of the heap.  They had no standing, no rights, no
privilege.  He took that child in his lap, wrapped his arms around her, and
said, “Whoever welcomes one child like this one in my name welcomes me,
and whoever welcomes me welcomes not me but the one who sent me.”  I
wonder if they got it.
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The writer of the Epistle of James certainly got it!  As if he were writing
directly to the twelve men who were scholars in the school of Jesus, he said,

Who is wise and understanding among you?  Show by your good
life that your works are done with gentleness born of wisdom.  But
if you have bitter envy and selfish ambition in your hearts, do not
be boastful and false to the truth.  Such wisdom does not come
down from above, but is earthly, unspiritual, devilish.  For where
there is envy and selfish ambition, there will also be disorder and
wickedness of every kind. James 3:13-16

He goes on in that letter to explain that some people want something so
much that they will murder to get it.  Other people covet what someone else
has and thus engage in conflicts and disputes.  I hate to admit it, but it seems
that human nature doesn’t change much over the years.  Remember the
earliest stories in the Bible?  When the man and the woman were offered free
rein of everything in the garden except the fruit of the knowledge of good and
evil, which tree did they climb first?  And when Cain was jealous that God
preferred Abel’s sacrifice to his, what did he do?  And when things are not
going our way, when someone else has something that we want or we have
something that we do not want someone else to have, how do we behave? 
Conflicts, disputes, and even murder!  Have you seen the front page of the
paper and read the opinion page lately?

Knowing our tendency for self enrichment and self preservation, James
instructed, “You do not have, because you do not ask.  You ask and do not
receive, because you ask wrongly, in order to spend what you get on your
pleasures.”  Could it actually be that simple?  Ask for whatever you want as
long as you don’t ask selfishly?

Some of you have discovered the Apple TV+ sitcom Ted Lasso. 
Admittedly a bit rough around the edges and in the middle at times, the show
itself is a teachable moment.  The story centers on Ted Lasso, a Kansas
football coach who has been hired by a British football team to be its new
coach and turn things around.  At least that is the stated intent.  In truth, the
owner of the team has hired Coach Lasso to unwittingly destroy the team to
spite her ex-husband who ran the team for years.  Coach Lasso, however, is
a true coach, a good teacher, one who coaches by the philosophy that
success is not always about winning and failure is not always about defeat. 
Despite the fact that American football and British football are entirely different
games, Coach Lasso’s primary goal is to build a team of players.  His biggest
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challenge, however, is the best player on the team, perhaps in the entire
league, who knows he is great but has no desire to be a team player.  He will
not pass to other players who are open.  When he scores, he celebrates
alone.  When the team needs to pull together, he is nowhere to be found. 
Through a variety of unorthodox, risky, and unpopular actions, Coach Lasso
asks his players for the best they have to offer, not for his glory or theirs, but
for their common cause.  He teaches them exactly what Jesus taught his
team of rivals that in order to be great, you have to serve others.

Last week we honored the lives of people who followed Jesus’ example
by rushing up the stairs of the World Trade Center or helping people down to
safety.  For the past year and a half we have taken greater notice of the
people who serve us day by day whether they help us when we are sick, keep
us from becoming ill, watch over our community, or pick up our garbage.  We
have been more aware than ever been before of the people who serve us in
so many ways.

We have also become acutely aware when people speak or act for no
reason other than to serve their own good.  We have had to face the hard
truth that our history, indeed the history of humankind is blighted with the
struggle of one group to be great at the expense of another group who must
therefor suffer.  We have witnessed humanity at its best as we work together
to overcome our common challenges.  We have seen humanity at its worst as
we fight with one another over the things that threaten us all.  We wonder why
life sometimes takes a terrible turn and why God does not instantly make it all
better for us.  James was correct: we do not receive because we ask wrongly.

When we think more of ourselves than we do of other people, when we
care more about our well-being than we do about the well-being of other
people, when we stop paying attention to what God is trying to teach us and
instead do things we ought not to be doing, then we lose sight of the Gospel
and the community God has built all around us.  At those times, God reminds
us that we are not more important than someone else.  However, God also
reminds us that each and every one of us is most important to God because
we are all that little person Jesus took into his arms, reminding his followers
that welcoming a child–any child–of any race, creed, color, religion, or age–is
welcoming God.

A lot of our problems could be solved if we would take our eyes off of
ourselves and keep them on Jesus.  Then we would notice the ways in which
he served everyone around him.  We would see the joy he created, the
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healing that took place, the community that erupted wherever he went.  If we
keep our eyes on Jesus, we will experience for ourselves the peace and
contentment that comes from knowing we are loved.  We will also experience
the grace and privilege of loving and serving one another.  Then we will
discover that we have been given may not be what we asked for, but is
exactly what we truly need.  That is what James was teaching when he said, 

the wisdom from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle,
willing to yield, full of mercy and good fruits, without a trace of
partiality or hypocrisy.  And a harvest of righteousness is sown in
peace for those who make peace. James 3:17-18

The good news is that eventually the disciples did understand what
Jesus was teaching them.  Perhaps one day we will, too.  May it be so with
us all!
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September 19, 2021 Prayer of Thanksgiving and Intercession

There has never been as great a collection of information and
intelligence as our world has at this moment, O God.  You have blessed us
with the desire and means to explore every aspect of our world and life
together so that we might better understand this creation and the possibilities
that are before us.  We know, however, that information by itself has great
potential for evil as well as for good and that, unless tempered by wisdom, it
can bring harm where only wholeness is intended.  Grant us wisdom, we pray,
for the living of each and every day.

We continue to experience the extremes of life day by day.  Beautiful
weather just in the cusp of autumn is what we enjoy while other parts of our
nation and world suffer from storms and floods, droughts and fires.  We are
grateful for our good fortune but we do not forget other people who are in
dangerous situations.  We pray for them and for the help they need.  We pray
that we will be helpful in whatever ways we can.

We thank you for the care, the support, and the expertise you provide
when we are ill or struggling in any way.  We continue to pray that collectively
we will overcome the pandemic that has so terrorized our world.  Thank you
for the research that has produced vaccines, the commitment of healthcare
professionals to keep us healthy and alive, and the wisdom born of
compassion that guides us through this strange and frightening time.  Bring
us to a new day of health and wholeness and unity, we pray.

While we do not speak them aloud, you know, O God, the deepest
murmurs of our hearts.  You know our struggles and our fears as well as our
joys and hopes.  Listen carefully to what we do not speak and hear what we
truly mean.  Then guide us to a place where we are made whole again.

Bless our church, we pray.  Lead us to be the family of faith you have
always envisioned for us.  Bless our community and guide us to a place of
mutual respect and support.  Bless our nation with awareness of the
abundance of gifts that are ours and the willingness to use them in ways that
lead to life and peace.  Bless our world with a keen sense that we are all
family and have much to offer one another.  Bless us, O God, with the healing
balm of your love.  Amen.


